Rule Changes 2018-2019
GENERAL RULES
1. CurlManitoba will use the new Sport Manitoba Regions for the 2018-2019 season.
2. At U15 events (Youth Bonspiels) a mercy rule will be in effect. After the 4th end the team and coaches
may decide to concede the game but play the required 6 ends with the coaches assistance.
CHAMPIONSHIP RULES
1. The Asham U18 Championship will have 12 men’s teams and 12 women’s teams.
2. The Chicken Chef Mixed Championship will be open entry.
3. For all Championships where pools are used the TOP 4 teams with positive W/L records will advance to
the page playoff.
4. At any championship where there is only one pool the event will not be seeded.
5. The umpire or coach may ask for a Fair Play time out to deal with bad behavior. If a warning is
recorded, the second infraction will result in the player being ejected.
6. A mandatory team meeting will be held at the Viterra Championship.
7. When a player refuses to complete his/her LSD requirement the hammer will automatically go to the
opposing team.
8. At all Provincial Championships the 1 minute between ends will start once the score is determined.
9. When 2 championships are played together and one final is scheduled during the other round robin
game the stone selection can only be made from the empty sheets.
10. Pre-game practice will be 9 minutes.
11. Cresting Requirements:
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MANITOBA OPEN
1. The Manitoba Open is an unofficiated bonspiel and the broom moratorium will not be in effect.
2. The berth allocation will consider the Nott Autocorp Event and the Free Press Event one event for the
count back when needed for awarding the berths available. The Asham event finalists will still earn a
berth.

CurlManitoba will follow all Curling Canada rules for Last Stone Draw, Free Agents, Residency
and the Broom Moratorium.

